CONCRETE DELIVERS.

• **Best Value** ... Concrete is the longest lasting, most reliable construction material for Kentucky streets, parking areas and sidewalks.

• **Curb Appeal** ... Concrete is naturally sustainable; reduces lighting energy costs; and provides a warm welcome for owners, customers, walkers, bikers, and students.

• **Low Maintenance** ... Concrete parking areas will not rut, shove, or require frequent patching, crack-sealing, re-striping or seal-coating.

• **Reliability** ... Concrete is quick to build and cost competitive. There are no dramatic price spikes or supply shortages. Materials for Kentucky projects are produced locally.

• **Longevity** ... Concrete streets, parking areas, sidewalks, and paths will stand the test of time and look good for years to come.

Free Concrete Pavement Design Assistance is available for your project.
Call 502.695.1535 to learn more | www.KeepKYCool.com